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ABERRATIONS AND FOC'JSABILITY IN LARGE SOLID-STATE-LASER SYSTEMS* 

W. W. Simmons 

University of California, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory 
P. 0. Box 5508, Livermore, California 94550 

Abstract 

Solid state lasers for fusion experiments must rel iably deliver 

maximum power to small (approximately .5 mm) targets from stand-off focal 

distances of 1 m or more. This requirement places stringent l imits upon 

the optical quality of the several major components -- amplifiers, 

Faraday isolators, spatial f i l t e r s — in each amplifier t ra in . Residual 

static aberrations in optical components are transferred to the beam as 

i t traverses the optical amplifier chain. Although individual components 

are typical ly less than A/20 for components less than 10 cm clear 

aperture; end less than A/'O for components less than 20 on clear 

aperture; the large nimber of such components in optical series results 

in a wavefront error that may exceed one wave for modern solid state 

lasers. For pulse operation, the focal spot is additionally broadened by 

intensity dependent nonlinearities. Specific examples or" the performance 

of large aperture components nil I be pre- sented within the context of 

the Argus and Shiva hser systems, which are presently operational at 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Design requirements upon the 

larger aperture Nova laser components, up to 74 cm in clear aperture, 

wi l l also be discussed; these pose a significant challenge to the optical 

industry. 

•Research performed under the auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy 
by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under contract number 
W-7405-ENG-48. 
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introdifctiofi 

The focusability of high energy pulses from large laser systems is 

determined in part fay the quality of the optical components through which 

the bean passes, and in part by nonlinear, intensity dependent phase 

retarr.ation, which is in turn proportional to the material refractive 

properties of these components. In this article, we shall discuss these 

sources of focal spot broadening, with particular emphasis on high power 

solid state lasers. Representative data were taken with the Shiva 

laser' at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. This system will be 

used in this article as an example of modern solid state laser design and 

performance. Component specifications for the much larger Nova laser 

system,? presently under construction at LUL, wil l be presented for 

comparison. 

Solid state lasers arc designed in d master-oscillator pulsed 

amplifier (MOPA) configuration. A weak pulse (about 1 mj in i ns) is 

generated by an optical oscillator and electrooptic switch. This pulse 

is subsequently shaped (both spatially and temporally), amplified, and 

split into severs) beams (20 for Shiva and Nova). Each of the sever.1 

beans then propagates through components of successively larger clear 

aperture, culminating in a refractive lens system that focuses each beam 

onto a small ( <1 mm) target, 
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The components comprising each laser amplifier chain perform three 

major functions: 

(1) Rod and disk amplifiers increase the power and energy of the 

pulse. 

(2) Spatial f i l te rs maintain the smoothness of the beam prof i le while 

expanding its diameter. 

(3) Pockels and Faraday isolators prevent the entire laser from 

breaking spontaneously into oscillations th- t could drain i t s 

stored energy and damage the target prematurely. 

Conceptually, amplification, spatial f i l t e r i ng and isolation are repeated 

sequentially, at ever-increas'ng apertures, as the pulse proceeds down 

the chain. Ultimately, each pulse is focused with a lens. 

In this ar t ic le, we shall examine several causes of spreading of the 

final focal spot. These may be categorized as follows: 

i.l, Static aberrat'ons transferred to an otherwise diffraction 

limited bean by the optical components through which i t passe;. 

v'?.i Small-angle scattering by small damage sites, inclusions, 

inhomogeneity, etc. 

,3! Nonlinear enhancement of spatial modulation on t i ? transverse 

beam wavefront. 

r-tatic Aberrations 

Residual aberrations in all optical components are transferred to the 

beam as i t t r a v e l s the optzal amplifier chain, Although individual 

components are held tu very tight toTerances in manufacturing, thp l=r<,e 

number of such components in (optical) series can result in a significant 

wavefront error at the output of the chain. 
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There are six basic optical materials in the lase r amplifier t ra in: 

o BK-7 (lenses, mirrors, polarizers) 

o KD*P (Pockels1 cell isolators) 

o Crystal Quartz (waveplates) 

o Nd-doped s i l icate (or phosphate) rod and disk amplifiers 

o Tb:doppd si l icate glass (Faraday rotators) 

ij Fused Si I ica (some lenses) 

Most of these components have f la t optical surfaces. However, there 

;--e sr-veral f / l i lenses, which are in general aspherized to eliminate 

sphci ia l aberrafw ; i t is noteworthy that spatial f i l t e r lens designs 

can combine minimal cmna with elimination of spherical aberration). 

Components tnat transmit the beam are Jesigned to be as thin as 

? '.;\ i' to ••fjdjre '.rie effects of the nonlinear index of refraction of 

Jv ' r•'• , v i ' ' i i' \p(! 'ate ' ' , . For most flatwork, Shiva vendors made very 

•'•'• ' /" jsr of :tf)dprn continuous-polishir.g equipment, usually 

• iciirporrit l ng nrcr . K.- thermal control. For aipheric lens surfaces, 

I'lndo'". developed eff icient techniques for figuring and process testing, 

'.ir'A •'•• w>- ryr^r^ j q.-ourid and polished spherical Defore f iguring. 

"fie tolerance levels of the larger Shiva components are i l lustratea :n 

:n spoci f i :dt ' i r<. •." "ab'e 1. These specifications are as tight as 

'• i',-i'--i, cons:Jer:-- sudgetai-y and schedule constraints and the 

state-of-the-art. Performance characteristics and f inal specifications 

(V-TI- often the result of extensive technical interaction between LLNL and 

participating vendors. They •'nvolved prototype development and extensive 

qualif ication tests. 
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A f inal test was performed on all Shiva optical components. Each 

subassembly (e.g., laser head, spatial f i l ter , mounted mirror) was tested 

for wavefront distortion (and, where appropriate, stress birefringence) 

before installation in the laser. For this purpose, two 30 cm aperture 

interferometers were made available in one of the LLNL laser-assembly 

areas: a -0.633/im Fizeau with a special long bead; and a 1.06/im, LLNL 

bui l t Twyman-Green (residing on a 25 ton granite slab). To indicate the 

as-assembled quality of such components, Figure 1 shows typical wavefront 

interferograms for a six-disk, 9 cm aperture disk amplifier, a 21 cm 

aperture final focusing lens, and a 22 cm aperture polarizer substrate. 

All of these interferograms were taken double-pass at .633/im with the 

Fi-'au interferometer. 

The disk amplifier wavefront distortion averages 0.10 X at l,06#m, 

anj is typical of BO si mu amplifier assemblies used in Shiva. The lens 

, i single-elemoi.t, f/6 refractor, fabricated from BK-7 glass, shaped 

for minimum coma ana corrected for spherical aberration by aspherizing 

the front (more curved] sjrface. Both surfaces are 

nam-dielectric-oiate'i 'or minirijit 'eflectior. loss. The polarizer 

'. jb'.t' i ;- ' . pari :' in- ' " cm Faraway isolator assembly, is on'y 10 mm in 

thickness. I t is mou'iteJ at Brewster's angle (56.1 degrees) with respect 

'.J the beam line. Tie inner sjrface inscribed on this interferogram 

represents the central zone, over which the slope error tolerance is 

specified more rigorously. 

jpatial f i l ' .crs for Shiva wefe assembled and pumped down, then aligned 

as a unit using tne Twyman-Green interferometer mentioned above, before 



being mounted on the spaceframe. Axial separation between lenses was set 

during this alignment for collimated input and output beams, and was not 

adjusted thereafter. 

The chart shown in Table 2 presents the optical components traversed 

by each Shiva beam. The pulse leaving the oscillator/switchout has a 

uniphase, slightly elliptical, Gaussian spatial profile. (Elliptical 

because of the characteristic tilting of the YAG laser rod at Brewster's 

angle within the optical cavity.) Snail aperture components traversed by 

the Gaussian beam, prior to its entering the major components of each 

laser chain, include 3 rod amplifiers, 1 Faraday rotator, 13 lenses, ? 

Juan/ wjveplate',, and 'about; ?7 nirrors/splitters/polarizers. Typical 

peak-to-;alley wavefront errors are listed at the top of Table 2. The 

cumulative wavefrnnt error of the beam at this point, assuming that 

component prrors are uncorrected, and that the b?am from the 

os.ilhtor/switchout is diffraction limited, is .38 waves, as shown in 

Table '. 

The :,i'W fonr,-,nq aD'-'ture truncates the Gaussian beam at a radius much 

.ma'Vr nun U s u ansv-"rsp full-width half maximum dimensions. Thus the 

main amplifier cha ;n . ,jinpnnent, amplify ana expand a reasonably 

fat-profiled, round beam wfr'rh approximately fills available amplifier 

ap';rt j^es. Spec i'ied aberration', for the components comprising each 

Shiva chain are Shown in Tdb 1- ?. !t is seen that each main beam-line 

contributes ibout one-half wave to the total accumulated wavefront error; 

which, for Shivd, is about n.6 waves. 
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In operational practice, additional effects also contribute to focal 

spot broadening. F i rs t , slight misalignments from stage to stage wi l l 

offset the beam sl ight ly on spatial f i l t e r lenses, thus contributing 

small amounts of both astigmatism and coma to the output bean wavefront. 

Second, errors in collimation of the beam contribute to astignatism (a 

diverging or converging beam traversing t i l t ed elements causes 

astignatism). Finally, the output beam front the oscillator/swi "chout 

departs from diffraction-l imited performance by a fraction of a wave. 

I Thermal lensing is, of course, compensated by imaging lenses, but 

residual aberrations are not,) 

We have observed the effects of turbulence in the atmosphere through 

wiich the beam passes. However, we have found that enclosing the beam 

lin- i sealed tubes, maintained at constant temperature (variations of + 

1 0 C, by the excellent a'r flow system of the building, effectively 

eliminates turbulent focal spot blurring for Shiva. This approach wi l l 

also be used nn Nova. 

Considering estimates of all of these static effects together, one 

drives at the qualitative conclusion that a typical low-power Shiva beam 

shoul: * ' focusab1^ v about one wave. Figure 2 i l lustrates photographed 

beam characteristics for 3 low puwer (200 GW) pulse near the focus of the 

f / f target lens. 'These photographs were taken in planes equiva.ent to 

thosf- r,hown in the sketch using an array camera^ with lateral 

Tiagnif i cat ion of I2X.. One can distinguish both astignatism and 

spherica' aberration as the predominate Seidel aberrations, though the 

wavef^ont i i obvious'y distorted .n a more complex way. These beam 
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photos correspond well with CW alignment beam observations at equivalent 

locations. Ninety percent of the beam energy is delivered within a 

circle of 75 um radius ir. the p l w e of best focus; and eighty percent 

appears within a circle of radius 50//m. 

The time-integrated, or energy density, analysis is shown more clearly 

in Fiqjre 3, which illustrates the central photograph in Figure 2, 

iralyzed and renewal ized to plot beam brightness versus half-anglular 

hpv* <}>v?rqpnc>. ]' •• observed that Shiva, like Argus and othe" 
IP 2 v' ' ••'•.'• 'iV '• '""'., '^e rates at typ'cally 10 ' W/crc -ster. The 

in",'.' •; i*•,'!• ; {.» T' rndensitometpr analysis of the photograph, and 

; M ' ! \ ''n; i11v w ' - n i ' : •iitensitv is a function of half-angle from the 

*<- • :,••• nt'i-i'-'' '"' wavti-unt ->rr,ir on this 'typical) Shiva low 

• -. • ••:.•> i j' ':•) -̂ i-Je7 a u c t i o n s to the ''otherwise oerfect; 

•*:'". ."r-j •;.•• l';gjrr- !< jfiuws, i reasonable approximation to the 

: ••.••:'• j' .,: ' :•.*••:' it :nn. 'Closer fits can obviously be obtained 

»,'.• ; •"'• Jetai'i-i malysis. Nevertheless, the orjers-of-magnitjde 

.• : '.•'(• •'.' . "• •" .-. The cid'ilar radIUS of the second Airy ring 

tit • • ' jri"' •:'• ,' ' i "•' 'i" f^r.fipld energy of a fiat-prof H e bear,) 

'/i'-i''-' -. •••;•: in-, ,T it"1! seam, in contrast, the experimental 

• . : •• -r J&i if . •• ". / '>!.•//ra.' '3.5 times diffraction-limited), 

"if- '--npitation : ,strjtes that thjs representative Shiva beam carries 

-.yioria' norf- t.nan mf- wave o* reservations. 



In Table 3, we show the Nova optical component specifications. These 

larger laser components might be compared with Shiva (see Table 1). Note 

that the total number of components is only increased by about 30* (134 

vs 109). Also, again assuming that there is no correlation of wavefront 

error between individual components, the total accumulated error for the 

Nova beamline is expected to be only sl ight ly larger than that for Shiva 

(.76A. vs .6A), even though the final component apertures are almost four 

times as large. To achieve these component figuring accuracies is a 

demanding task for the United States optical industry. To i l lustrate the 

magnitude of the Nova system, Figure 5 shows mirror blanks tn accommodate 

the 74 cm output teams from Nova. Approximately ninety Such mirrors wil l 

be used >n the fu l l 20 beam Nova system. 

Dynamic Aberrations; Pistortion from Nonlinearities 

In addition to the classical, static aberrations just discussed, high 

power laser beams are j l so signif icantly affected by an 

intensity-dependent phase oistort ior. Tie source of this disto r*.ion is 

the non'mearity in tne index of refraction in all of the transparent 

upt'cai components t'Kj.jgh wn;cn the bean passes. The nonlinea^-ty 

depends on both the f l o r a l and transverse spatial properties of the 

beam ;ntensity, Tne magnitude of tne phase distortion ;actua'.ly, a 

'etar j i t ion; in radians -s gwen £>/ tne equation 

V 
B! > .y. " < la'',' ,y j dz, 

where •. is the wave njnber of tne laser radiation, a i ' the nonlinear 

mow o f refraction rnefficient ;m an-/watt), P.x.y, is the beam 

intensity [ in wVcnu j at trans/erse coordinates x and y, and the 

integration path ,, lnc'jdes a'l optical material along the central bean 
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ray. This nonlinearity has been the subject of many investigations, 

since it is responsible for instabilities leading to beam self-focusing 

and a host of other performance-limiting effects. For present purposes, 

we are interested in low-spatial-frequency effects. The whole beam 

distortion arising frnm this phase retardation has been analyzed in some 

detail by Hunt, Renard and Nelson for smooth intensity profiles. In 

the following paragraphs, the effects of radial "ripple" caused by 

low-pass spatial filtering will be discussed qualitatively. 

For typical spatially filtered laser systems such as Shiva, the 

confocdl 'ens pairs that comprise each filter also se-ve to "project" the 

'.papa: beair profile downstream. This image relaying helps to 

T 0 ! : ' - i smooth hf>am profile and a high amplifier aperture filling 

•'•'". In addition, the bending of light rays due to the nonlinear 

•-.•'>i" ,••• index '•; vrtj small. Consequently, the intensity profile of 

•.,„-, w » ioe;, rqi :hangc throughout the chain, while the phase distortion 

fa"p c on a spatial character identical to the intensity profile. 

'he effects of scattering from small damage sues, dust particles, 

"*'.., are mostly manifest as near-field beam modulation. Since these 

snijrrf" produce a wide angular distribution in the far-field, they may be 

low-pass filtered pe ri .dually throughout the laser chain. This 

'iltering is accomplished with "pinholes" located at the common focus of 

i-ach spatial filt-i' lers pair, '.ow-pass filtering, in turn, superposes a 

-.'ousoidal radial modulation upon the main beam (Gibbs phenomenon). The 

first spatial filter following the ueam forming aperture essentially 
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defines the intensity profile of the beam. The pinhole diameter is 

chosen such that the radial "ripple" modulation depth (winch increases 

with decreasing diameter) just balances the modulation depth from other 

upstream sources at the output of the first filter. Typically, the 

acceptance angle of the niter is about a factor of ten larger than the 

diffraction limit. The resulting ripple modulation depth is then a few 

percent jf the background beam. 

As the beam proceeds along the amplifier chain, phase retardation of 

the intensity peaks (relative to valleys) accumulates. This accumulation 

is nnt generally significant in the near field, but can have dramatic 

consequences near the final focus of the target lens. As an example, 

figure 6 srows calculated radial intensity profiles 6 mm upstream (and 

downstream", from the focus of an f/6 lens, for various laser beam 

inters 1tips. At very low intensity (top), the beam is an excellent 

geometrical projection of the beam entering the lens. At intermediate 

intensities (-.5 Td, B *3 for Shiva), the outer edge of the beam has 

iWrA inward to furr, n "ring". At the highest intensity (1.5 TW, B ^ 9 
r,ir Shiva', the bran 'nil notice-ably collapsed inward, and several 

hi(ih-...>ntfd!>t rings art- apparent. Beyond the focus, modulation depth 

viriation r, -ire not as pronounced; nevertheless, beam spreading that 

increases with S is quite apparent. 

In practice, of course, the radial symmetry of the "ripple" rings is 

perturbed by diffraction from small scattering sites localized at 

components within the laser chain. Beam photographs taken at high power 

in planes equivalent to these show clearly both the deep ring modulation 

and the symmetry break-up caused by small-site diffractive interference. 
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To summarize; phase retardation is proportional to I, and is manifest 
as a broadening of the focal spot, as well as a complicated distortion of 
the beam near the focal plane. In Figure 7, we show calculated, and 
measured, radial-average far field cumulative intensities versus angle 
for a high-power (1 TW) 5hiva shot. The curve labelled "no aberrations" 
represents a diffraction limited beam, except that small scattering sites 
have been introduced along the chain, at locations corresponding to 
amplifier disk positions. The resulting "flare" (energy distributed from 
about 20#rart outward) represents low-angle scattering from these small 
obscuring sites. (By low-angle, we mean that energy which the spatial 
filter pinholes will pass; typically, this is 200-300^/rad.} The 
obscuration density used in the calculation was equivalent to a 

_5 fractional obscured area of 5x10 per surface, a number in agreement 
g 

with detailed statistical analysis of Shiva disks before and after 
operational use, (This number is also used to specify maximum density 
and size of snail inclusions and bubbles within manufactured optical 
components; see, for example, Table 1. Similar quality specifications 
are used for Nova components.) 

When astigmatism ant1 spherical aberrations are also included, one 
obtains the intermediate curve (in Figure 7). Finally, by taking account 
of the radial "ripple" effects discussed above, one obtains reasonable 
agreement with the observed focal spot distribution (shown as the 
broadest distribution curve in Figure 7). 
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Sumnar.y 
We have discussed various aspects of the focusing characteristics of 

high-power beams from solid-state laser systems. It has been shown that 
static component wavefront errors, small scattering sites, and low-pass 
"ripple" all combine to broaden the focal spot from such lacers. The 
refractive index nonlinearity bruadens the focal plane distribution 
aditionally when the laser chain is operated at high power. 
Nevertheless, assuming that state-of-the-art component 
manufacturing/finishing methods are employed, such beams are readily 
focusable onto submillimeter laser fusion targets. These conclusions 
apply as well to Neva. 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Interferograns of representative Shiva component!. Left: 

6-disk, 9 cm aperture disk amplifier. Center: f/6 focusing 

lens, designed for minimal coma and aspherized. Right: 

polarizer substrate. 

Figure 2. Beam photographs taken in several planes near the plane of best 

focus of the Shiva f/6 focusing lens. The bean power is 200 GW 

at a pulse duration of 800 ps, for 160 joules of on-target 

energy. 

Figure 3. Photograph and radial ly averaged densitometer scan of the beam 

in Figure 2. in the plane of best focus. Graph presents beam 

lata in terms of brightness versus angular radius. 

Figure 4. Calculated and measured cumulative radial-average far - f ie ld 

intensity for the beam shown in Figures 2 and 3. Halaprop 

computer coat used fv computation/simulation. 

Figure 5. Mirrors made from these 1.2 m dianeter glass blanks, made of 

borosilicate glass by Schott Optical Company, wi l l be used to 

direct Nova teams to the target chamber, 

Figur" 6. Calculated bpsn profiles in planes + 6 mm from the plane of 

best focus for an f/6 laser system. As intensity and B 

increase, these profiles beccme progressively more distorted, 

and also exhibit greater modulation depth. 

Figure 7. Calculated and measured cimulative, radial average, far - f ie ld 

intensity for a high power ( l TW) Shiva shot, corresponding to 

a bean retardation B =7-8, (with reference to Figure 6). 
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, jdb[e I _JoJ_er_ance Chart,jor Larger Comgonen_ts_ 

Aperture Size 10 cm ^ _ _ 20 cm 
Snatial Filter ~~ ' Spatial Filte'r" 

_____ J'5j<5 Lenses _ Po_larizers_ J i s k s Lenses Polarizers 
1 . 0 3 " i T H T i ? " ' 0 . 0 T i ? " " ' " 0 . 0 3 ' i ? ' 0.03 -nn2 ~ 0 , 0 3 m 7 ~ 

0-125 ux 0,100 max 0.100 max 0.2 mar 0.2 max 0.2 max 
Inclusions/100 c r dimensijn dimension dimension dimension dimension dimension 

Stress birefringence nm/cm ',1 6.0 2,0 5,0 fi.O 6,0 
Wavefront P.V. - 0.633 I I B 
after coating when applicable A/12 A/10 A/12 A/3 A/10 A/8 

: t o ^ n ^ j ^ / c m _ ( 0 i S J 3 j m ) _ _A/30 ^/33 to A/22 A/30 A/40 to A/22 A/33 to A/22 A/30 to A/20 



Table 2. Typical Shiva Beam Line Optical Couponsf. 

Typical Peak-to 
# of Optical Nominal Beam Valley Havefront Cuintjiatwe* 

Component Elements/Arm Diameter (nm) Error per Assembly Wo'.'efront I r r y 
Mirrors/Splitters 20 21 * A/20 
Rod Amps 3 21 A/10 
Polarizers 7 21 A/20 
Faraday Rotator 1 21* A./T0 
Lenses 13 21 A/20 
Waveplates 2 21 * A/20 .38A 
Beam Fcr-in Aperture 1 10 . 
Front-en F lay 2 21 A/12 
Rod Amplifier 1 21 A/10 
Polarizer 2 21 
Pockels Cell Assembly 3 21 A/8 
Polarizer 2 ?i 
Spatial Filter 2 44 A/12 
Rod Amplifier 1 44 A/10 
Polarizer 2 44 
Pockels Cell Assembly 3 44 A/7 
Polarizer 2 44 
Spatial Filter ? 91 A/12 
Disk Amplifier 6 91 A/10 
Disk Amplifier 6 91 A/10 
Polarizer 2 91 
Faraday Rotator 1 91 A/9 
Polarizer 2 91 
Spatial Filter 2 91 A/12 
Disk Amplifier 6 91 A/10 
Spatial Filter 2 145 A/12 
Disk Amplifier 4 145 A/10 
Spatial Filter 2 202 A/12 
Polarizer 202 
Faraday Rotator 202 A/9 
Polarizer 202 
Disk Amplifier 202 A/8 
First Turn Mirror 202 A/14 
Second Turn Mirror 202 A/15 
Focus Lens 202 
Vacuum Window 185 A/7 
Blast Shield 185 • 48A 

KM elements traver sed Total accumulated .6lA 
by one elerne nt wavefront error 

*FWHM of Gaussian beam profile 
^Square root of sum of squares of ind ividua! c omponent errors 
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Table 3. Nova Beam Line Optical Component Specifications 
Specified P-V Cumulative 

t of Elements Nominal Beam Wavefront Error Wavefront 
Component per Arm Diameter (nm) per Assembly Error 
Front-end Optics 50 27* (.05 -.1) Atyp. Beam-forming Aperture 1 27 .4A Spatial Filter 2 37.5 .09A 
Rod Amp 1 37.5 .10A 
Polarizers 2 37.5 
PockeTs Cell Assy. 3 37.5 .08A 
Polarizers 0 

C 37.5 
Spatial Filter 7 91.7 .09 A 
Disk Amplifier 6 91.7 .12A 
Polarizers i 91.7] 
raraday Rntator 1 91.7 .I3A 
Polarizers 2 91.7) 
Disk Amplifier 6 91.7 ,12A 
Spatial Filter ? 150 .09 A 
Faraday Rotator 1 150} 
Polarizer Pai* ? 150) .10A 
Disk Amplifier ** 150 .12A 
Spatial Filter " 208 .09A 
Polarizers ? 208 
Faraday Rot?tnr 1 208 .16A 
Polarizers 1 208 
Disk Amplifier: 9 208' • 23A 
Spatial Filter *> 315 .09 A 
\rning Mirrors r> 315 .10A 
Polarize^ 1 315 
Faraday Rotator 1 315 .13A 
Polarizer 1 315 
D'S* Amplifier* 8 315 .29A 
Spatial Filter 2 460 .09A 
Disk Amt) 1 iflers 6 460 .25 A 
Spatial F i iter 2 740 .09A 
Mirrors 4 740 .14A 
Focusing ,f...ses 2 740 .09A • 65A 

8T Total Components Total Accumulated .76A 
per Ch ain Wavefront Error 

134 Total Components Traversed by Beam 
•FWHM Gaussian Beam Profile 
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